Room Dimensions for Optimum Listening
and the HalfHRoom Princide*
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discusses the relation of room dimensions

and speaker placement to the quality of low-frequency sound reproduction. Dimensional ratios for home music rooms are suggested.

A

PPARESTLY, based on experience, thc diagonal
D of Fig. 1 represents about ther x ~ i r n u wave~n
length which can be propagatedinto a room.
Thus, with a speaker system known to eshibit good remaining efficiency d o to~30 cycles,
~
the playback of :t
livepipe organrecording(original
tape) gives fullresponse i n a room with a 32-foot diagonal.‘ If the roorll is
smaller, the lower part
of the bottom octave is weakened. The difference i n performance in a room 16x16
feet and one 16x25 feet was evident immediately. The
16 x 16 diagonal is not quite2 3 feet; the16x25 diagonal
is nearly 30 feet. Some slight difference requiring thc
Figs. 1 and 2 listening test may be considered as marginal, b u t the differellce in thetwo rooms was well above
any liminal level. The rooms had the same treatment,
nlastic tile on concrete floor with celotex walls and ceiling, and 12-foot ceiling height in each case.
Several collclusions are to be draw-n.
Fig. 2 .

1) 111designing a new house, the music room should
be planned with a 32-foot diagonal, or as nearly that
minimum as expedient. I t is suggested that the ancient
L‘goIdenmean ratio” apply with, for esalnple, a le11gth
of 27 feet, width of 17 feet, and height of 10 feet, orsome
reasonable and feasible approach to those figures as i n
Fig. 3. This“room” is based 011 ratios of 0.618:l.OO;
the golden mean ratiois the limit of the ratioof adjacent
terms in the Fibonacci series. The application for either
single speaker or stereophonic would be good i n a. room
of this size and shape.
2 ) This brings u p an interesting idea about noncorner
speakers. Suppose a noncorner speaker
is constructed by
placing two corner-type speakers back t o back, against
a wallin“freespace,”
as in Fig. 2. This would be
equivalent to a single corner unit in a corner, a fact
which becomes obvious if one studies the mirror image
principle. But in a room of a given size, the wall place-
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1 Some large pipe organs have 32- and even 64-foot“stops” representing pipes speaking at fundamental pitches of 16 and 8 cycles per
second. Analyses of sound from these pipes show that the radiation
is all in the partials or overtones. Ability of a speaker to reproduce
uniformlydown to 32.7 cycleswillsuffice to reproduce any pipe
organ we have ever recorded.

ment of a pair of corner speakers bisects the ro(m1; ,L
wall along the dottcd line would crerrtc :1 mirror irxxbgc.
dispensing with the need of the second speaker, I>UC t l t v
room would be half as large. Based on the 3 7 - f o o t n l i l l i mumdiagonalthesis,thebassresponsefor
the t w o
speakers as in Fig. 2 would be less than for the sillx!c
speaker in Fig. 1.
Such is actuallythe case, based on experiment, 111
fact,theidea
was extended tofourcorner
spt-‘akcr-s
clustered in the centerof a room, and the sound was I I Q ~
as satisfactoryasfor a single speakersystem in the
naturalcorner.
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on the 27-foot
Some lay remar1;s to thc colltr-ary
notwithstanding, i t has beenfound t h a t systems designed for narrow spacing and wall placement were alw a y s improved by spacing the speakers to thc corners,
and further improved by substitution
ol‘ spenlcers designed for corncr application. Adding a third channel in
the middle of the ~ v d by
l mising the two sound tracks
hasbeen found t o provide a furtherimprovementin
stereopla\*haclc,“espcciallywhenusedwithcorner
speaker placement against the long wall of the room.

5 ) Acceptability forhomes of Boner polyc~~lindrical
surfaces“ ma>. not be universal, but where good sound is
a major consideration, such surfaces are recon~mendecl.
One room 10 x 1 5 x26 feet, built asa studio, mas helpecl
considerably by including 300 square feet o f such surfaces t o a i d livcness while using rugs ancl drapes t o offset s l a ~from
)
parallel surfaces.

Permanent Magnets in Audio Devices”
Summary-Thepermanentmagnet
is considered as a com- terest from the viewpoint of understanding the energy relationships
ponent for changing the form of energy. A brief review of the basic involved in the efficient application of the permanent magnet and as
physics of the permanent magnet is included with emphasis on the an aid in predicting permanent magnet performance on a firm ennature of the magnetization process andhow the permanent magnet gineering basis.
functions in establishing external magneticfield energy.
INTRODUCTION
Presently availablecharacteristics of permanentmagnetsand
future possibilities forimproving the efficiency of the permanent
ERMANENT magnets findwide application i l l
magnet are discussed as well as the relationships between audio
audio
devices i n which a magnetic field serves as
device performance and the unitproperties of permanent magnets.
the
medium
of energy transformation in the transIn using the permanentmagnet the choiceof unit properties, volm e , geometry, and magnetic circuit arrangement greatly influence formation of electrical energy to mechanical energy and
the end performance and efficiency of audio devices. As a n aid in also in changing mechanical energy to electrical energy.
exploiting the optimum combination of these variables, an electrical As a key component i n thesedevices thepermanent
analog system using lumped constantsi s introduced. Data on leakage
magnet influences the efficiency, physical size, ancl cost.
permeance are presented
for the more widely used permanent magnet
T
h e purpose of this paper is to describe the permanent
arrangements in audio work. The analog technique is of general in-
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magnet as a basic system for establishing field energy
and t o show how permanentmagnetproperties
influenceaudiodeviceperformance.Presentlyavailable
permanent magnet materialsand future possibilities are

